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Friday 5 October
Faculty of Geography and Geo-ecology
Aktovii zal (Coffee served in South Seminar Room)

10.00 Anderson, David – Opening.

10.15 -13.00
 Session 1. The Archeography of Polar Social Survey Research

The Archeography of the Polar Census:
Klokov, Konstantin (St.PSU)
The Archeography of the Polar Census in the Northern European part of Russia

Glavatskaia, Elena (UAberdeen; UralSU)
The Polar Census in the Obdorsk Region: Ethno-Cultural dimensions.

Thorvaldsen, Gunnar (UTromsø)
Living together in the Barents Region: household structure in the Polar Census Records from Aleksandrovakiaia Volost’.

Heleniak, Tim (UWisconsin)
Preliminary Results from the Polar Census in the Khanty-Mansi District.

Lunch 14.00-15.00

15.00-14.00
 Session 2. Comparative Sources on Circumpolar Populations

Axelsson, Per (UUmå)

Stupin, Iurii (StPSU)
A source review on the demography and economy in Northern Russia (XIX-beginning of XX centuries).

Khruschev, Sergei (StPSU)
A critical review of the statistical sources on the demography of indigenous population of the Russian North in the XIX-XXI centuries.

14.00-18.00
 Session 3. The Polar Census 80 years later. The Northern Expedition, Kanin Peninsula
Semenov, Igor (StPSU)
"The Polar Census Today" - The results of a recent demographic and economic survey of the nomadic population on the Kanin Peninsula.

Kiselev, Stanislav (StPSU)
Reindeer herder brigade N 8: the results of a statistical study of nomadic households.

Bildyug, Arina (StPSU)
An Ethnographic Account of Two Villages on the Kanin Peninsula.
Saturday 6 October
Faculty of Geography and Geo-ecology
Aktovii zal (Coffee served in South Seminar Room)

10.00-13.00
Session 4. Regional and local studies

Teriukov, Alexander (RAS StP)
Comparative analysis of 1920-1930 demographic and economic census on the indigenous population of the Pechora-River basin.

Davydov, Alexander (ArkhangelskSU)
Indigenous population and nature-use on Kolguev Island (from the XIX to the XXI centuries.).

Julia Lajus and Alexei Kraikovski (EuroUStP)
Questionnaires as a source of information about local inhabitants of the White Sea coastal area and their use of living resources, end of the 18th - beginning of the 20th cc.

Nakhshina, Maria (UTromsø; UAberdeen)
The perception of space in the village of Kuzomen' (Kola Peninsula): inside and outside perspectives.

Klokov, Konstantin (StPSU)
Arctic fox harvesting in 1920-1930 in Arkhangelsk and Komi areas (reconstructed from data from the Polar Census and other historical sources).

Lunch 14.00-15.00

15.00-18.00
Session 5. BOREAS Round Table on Circumpolar Queries

Anderson, David
Heleniak, Tim
Thorvaldsen, Gunnar

Topics:
- A Siberian Histco
- Coding Identity
- Coding local names of animals
- Demographic analyses

Dinner 19.30
Sunday 7 October  
Faculty of History  

10.00-12.00  
*Session 5. BOREAS Round Table on the Dissemination of data in GIS and web-based interfaces*  

*Anderson, David*  
*Thorvaldsen, Gunnar*  
*Pestereva, Anna*  
*others*  

12.00 Conclusion and proposals for publication  

Lunch 13.00-14.00  
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